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Abstract—To build a large-scale distributed Internet of Things (IoT), a feasible prototype

for Internet of Everything, blockchain can provide strong support with its excellent

characteristics such as traceability and openness. Despite that the blockchain

technology ideally enhances the reliability and security of IoT systems, emerging new

security challenges remain to be resolved. This article details the security vulnerabilities

in the convergence of blockchain and IoT aswell as corresponding feasible solutions.

& AS A WORLDWIDE network structure, Internet of

Things (IoT) paradigm integrates numerous het-

erogeneous objects and sensors that surround us

and facilitates the information exchange among all

participants (also referred to as nodes). With the

continuous expansion of the network scale and the

intelligent evolution of hardware devices, tradi-

tional isolated IoT solutions may no longer satisfy

advanced requirements for security and efficiency,

particularly in the setting of the high degree of het-

erogeneity of devices and complex data formats.

First, burdensome connectivity and maintenance

costs brought by centralized architecture result in

its low scalability. Second, centralized systems are

more vulnerable to targetedattacks by adversaries

under the network expansion.1

Intuitively, a decentralized approach based on

blockchain (see Figure 1) may solve the above

problems occurring in conventional centralized

IoT. Roughly, there are three reasons. First, an

autonomous decentralized system is feasible

for trusted participants to join independently,

which enhances the system’s task-processing

capability. Second, multiparty cooperation helps

to guarantee the state consistency of nodes

that system crash caused by a single-point failure
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may be avoided. Third, nodes could synchronize

the entire system state merely by copying the

blockchain ledger to reduce the computational

and storage load. Research in recent years also

to some extent proved such advantages of the

blockchain-based IoT architecture in various

fields, for example, smart city and health care.2

In a blockchain-based system, nodes can be

divided into two categories based on the differ-

ence in computing and storage capabilities, which

are namely full nodes and lightweight nodes. The

full node saves the entire distributed ledger and

synchronizes all data in real time. The lightweight

node only saves the block headers of distributed

ledger, which serves to validate the transactions

and deal with issues by querying neighbors. With

the combination of 1) computing resources of

both full nodes and lightweight nodes and 2) data

collected by the intelligent sensing devices, the

distributed IoT system can provide services to all

users in the entire network.

Despite the potential of blockchain technol-

ogy, certain serious security issues have been

raised during its convergence with IoT.3 Based on

different attack types in classified layers, Table 1

presents an overview of challenges in system

design and corresponding promising solutions.

This article particularly focuses on the follow-

ing security concerns in designing distributed IoT:

1) communication and network security;

2) identity management and authentication;

3) reliable distributed consensus protocol;

4) decentralized cooperation and trust

establishment;

5) transaction data privacy and security.

COMMUNICATION AND NETWORK
SECURITY

A distributed IoT pattern majorly applies the

peer-to-peer (P2P) mode, which allows nodes to

interact with each other autonomously without

a central server platform. Within an open net-

work environment, the P2P mode highly pro-

motes the interpersonal collaboration. However,

openness may lead to adverse consequences. By

launching eavesdropping, node capture, or mes-

sage spoofing, the adversary can successfully

grab partial system data to compromise the sta-

bility of the IoT system.

Cryptographic algorithm is one of the key tech-

nologies to solve the above security problem.

Highly recommended by the National Institute

of Standards and Technology, the Elliptic Curve

Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) has great

Figure 1. Distributed IoT architecture based on blockchain technology.
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advantages in network secure protocol.4 Com-

pared with the Rivest–Shamir–Adelman-based

algorithm and other cryptographic algorithms, the

elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)-based algorithm

ismore superior for its smaller calculation parame-

ters, shorter key size, and faster operation.5 Safety

and reliability of the ECC-based algorithm have

also been witnessed by its use in the blockchain

platforms such as Bitcoin and Ethereum.

Nevertheless, a great deal of IoT sensing and

smart devices are energy constrained and are of

limited computation and storage capacity. There-

fore, it remains uncertain whether ECDSA can

indeed meet both the requirements on computa-

tional load and memory under the limitation of

energy consumed. The study in the report by Liu6

selected a family of lightweight elliptic curves,

i.e., curves P159, P191, P223, and P255, and com-

pared their security performance in IoT applica-

tion at different security levels. Furthermore, in

view of the limited-energy concern of IoT devices,

the authors evaluated the energy consumption of

each cryptographic algorithm based on the per-

formance and communication cost between

nodes and reached the conclusion that ECC-

based algorithm can realize the balance between

energy andmemory consumption.

As discussed before, future tests and exami-

nations need to put more emphasis on applying

cryptographic algorithms to the real-world

and complex IoT trial scenario. Specific charac-

teristics of IoT devices must be considered when

applying the lightweight cryptographic algorithm

to IoT devices. Moreover, in the case of cyber

attacks such as timing and replay attacks, we

should verify whether the implementation can be

resistant to such potential security risks.

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT AND
AUTHENTICATION

PublicKey Infrastructures (PKIs) facilitate iden-

titymanagement and authentication in the IoT sys-

tem. Currently, the most commonly engaged PKIs

fall into two categories: certificate authorities

(CAs) and web of trust based on pretty good pri-

vacy. However, since the increasing number of

devices would require substantial computing and

storage resources to realize the constant message

exchange and identity authentication, these typi-

cal methods may not be able to meet the require-

ments of identity management in Internet of

Everything (IoE). Moreover, due to the high degree

of heterogeneity of IoT devices, the original block-

chain platform that merely uses “address” to rep-

resent node cannot bewell applied to IoT devices.

To address such challenges, a promising

research idea is to combine the smart contract

Table 1. Possible security risks of distributed IoT and promising solutions.

Layers Attack Types Challenges in System Design Promising Solutions

Physical Layer
Physical damage
Jamming
Firmware replacement attack

Device connection

Device recovery

Condition monitoring of
devices

State detection scheme

Data recovery mechanism

Network & Transport Layer

Eavesdropping
Information stealing

Cryptography algorithm for
messages

Lightweight cryptography
algorithm

Message spoofing Data privacy and security

Zero-knowledge proof

Homomorphic encryption
technology access control

Byzantine attack

Denial of service
Collusion

Consensus protocol

Hierarchical consensus
protocol

Dynamic committee

Application Layer
Sybil attack
Identity forgery
Selfish attack

Identity management

Authentication and
authorization

Admission control

Coalition and trust
establishment

Lightweight authentication
protocol based on lightweight
cryptography algorithm

Customized smart contracts
for admission

Reputation assessment model
based on blockchain data
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with lightweight encryption algorithms to auto-

matically manage identities. When a new IoT

device joins the network, we can implement

the reliable identity management by designing

dedicated smart contracts, including device

registration (including device type,manufacturer,

expiration date, public key, etc.), identity verifica-

tion, information update (including firmware

upgrade, expiration date, report of device loss,

etc.), and device obsolescence.7 Moreover, by

synchronizing the data recorded in the block-

chain, the full node can synchronize the state

of identity-related smart contract to implement

identity authentication. Similarly, after querying

the full node, the lightweight node can effectively

authenticate other IoT devices.

By exploiting the blockchain immutability

and the automated execution of smart contracts,

the decentralized identity management scheme

not only prevents identity forgery but also

reduces the cost of building trust compared to

CA-based approaches in IoT system.

RELIABLE DISTRIBUTED CONSENSUS
PROTOCOL

To ensure the normal operation of the entire

system in the P2P network, the distributed con-

sensus protocol plays a critical role in affecting

the security, scalability, and practicality.

The Bitcoin platform employs the proof-of-work

(PoW) protocol to solve the consensus problem,

where the node calculates a hash puzzle to com-

pete for the right of block generation. Neverthe-

less, PoW-based consensus may still be under

potential attacks such as 51% attacks and selfish

mining. Therefore, to fulfill the ever-growing

security and efficiency requirements, experts

and scholars have proposed other state-of-the-

art consensus protocols. Table 2 presents differ-

ent types of consensus protocols and elaborates

their characteristics with regards to openness,

costs, and updating rules. Moreover, we also

compare their performance in efficiency, secu-

rity, and scalability aspects. Among them, proof-

of-stake (PoS) and hybrid consensus protocol are

themost representative ones.

Compared with PoW, PoS saves more energy

since it doesn’t need to rely on the computing

power of the node. Participants to generate the

new block are selected according to the node’s

stake such as virtual currency or coin age. Ouro-

boros, a provably secure PoS consensus protocol

proposed by Kiayias,8 selects the leader based

on the node’s stake, and this leader will be

responsible for packing the new block. Simulation

tests show that Ouroboros has its distinguished

Table 2. Comparison of the different categories of consensus protocols.

Consensus

Protocol
PoW PoS PoSþPoW BFT-based Raft-based DPoS Hybrid

Prominent

Platform

Bitcoin

Ethereum

Cardano

Algorand

PPcoin

Blackcoin

Hyperledger

Tendermint

R3 Corda

Tangaroa
Bitshare EOS N/A

System Type Permissionless Permissionless Permissionless Permissioned Permissioned Permissioned Permissionless

Energy

Consumption
High Low Medium Low Low Low Low

Block

Confirmation
Probabilistic Probabilistic Probabilistic Deterministic Deterministic Deterministic Deterministic

Transaction

Rate
Low Medium Medium High High High High

Committee

Election
N/A Dynamic Dynamic Static Static Static Dynamic

Fault

Tolerance
< ¼ 50% Unknown Unknown < ¼ 33% N/A Unknown Unknown

Anonymity High Medium Medium Low Low Low High

Scalability Medium Medium Medium Low Low High High

Openness High Medium Medium Low Low Medium High

Fairness Medium Medium Medium Low Low Low Medium
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characteristics in practicability. Moreover, Ouro-

boros is proved to be secure in the perspective of

blockchain forks, incentives, and attack behaviors.

Hybrid consensus, another consensus proto-

col proposed by Rafael,9 divides the entire con-

sensus agreement into two layers, namely the

small-scale committee election and the Byzan-

tine fault tolerance (BFT) algorithm. The com-

mittee is selected from the nodes in P2P network

and executes the BFT algorithm in order to

implement the packing, verification, and dissem-

inating of the new block.

Nevertheless, the complexity and heterogene-

ity of the distributed IoT network bring further

attention that certain scenarios have demanding

requirements on real time for state synchroniza-

tion. Based on the above two hierarchical con-

sensus protocols, we can further combine the

characteristics of the IoT devices to design spe-

cific smart contracts to implement a hierarchical

admission control module for consensus proto-

col of IoT devices. Such layered procedures will

be critical to select the nodes with excellent per-

formances and, finally, to form the dynamic com-

mittee. The committee that applies the regular

rotation for blockchain maintenance will serve to

guarantee the real-time state update.

DECENTRALIZED COOPERATION
AND TRUST ESTABLISHMENT

While true collaboration is essential to accom-

plish certain services and functions, it would be

challengeable to establish the reliable coopera-

tion and trust in the IoT system since each node

can enter and leave the system freely at any time,

and the identity can be anonymous between

nodes. The reputation assessment model is effec-

tive to enhance cooperation and trust between

nodes in the P2P network, which has achieved

great success in IoT applications such as vehicu-

lar ad hoc networks and crowdsourcing.10 How-

ever, the entity-centric trust models based on

object evaluation have privacy leakage and free-

riding problems.11 Also, data-centric models are

deficient in the lack of data and latency of infor-

mation confirmation.

Based on blockchain technology, we can build

a globally consistent reputation assessment

model to enhance the effectiveness of the above

trust models. At present, there is not much

research regarding the assessment of node repu-

tation based on blockchain technology in a

completely anonymous environment. One poten-

tial solution is to establish a node assessment

model based on irreversible and transparent

block data. First, any node can extract the behav-

ior data of other nodes recorded in the block

under blockchain technology. After inputting

their behavior data to the reputation assessment

model, the credibility of the nodes would be cal-

culated automatically. Type of behaviors and

timeliness should be considered during credibil-

ity calculation since these two aspects reflect the

performance of the node over a period of time

and influence the final reputation distribution.

Hence, when selecting the proper type of behav-

ior and suitable time scale, it is essential to fur-

ther consider the incentives and preferences of

the nodes to better regulate the node behavior

and build trust.

TRANSACTION DATA PRIVACY AND
SECURITY

Privacy security is critical to system safety. In

the blockchain system, all transactions are

shared, and the transaction history may reveal

the frequency, content, and destination of trans-

actions, which increases the potential risks that

adversaries can infer the actual identity of partic-

ipants. In the convergence of blockchain and IoE,

adversaries can even obtain the IP or physical

address of IoT devices. What’s worse, it will likely

eventually cause device crash and system desta-

bilization via denial-of-service attack or node cap-

ture. Therefore, sensitive information that may

reflect actual physical location, device type, net-

work address, and other important private infor-

mation about nodes should be protected, in

particular when recording the transaction data.

Zero knowledge proof and homomorphic

encryption technology are potentially useful for

privacy protection in the blockchain system.12,13

Zero knowledge proof helps to ensure the confi-

dentiality of transactions in public blockchain.

On the one hand, detailed privacy information,

including transaction amount and transaction

destination address, could be protected in an

anonymousway. On the other hand, users can still

validate a transaction despite the hidden informa-

tion. A fully homomorphic encryption scheme

Innovations Using Blockchain—Part 2
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allows the simple computation on encrypted data.

For example, in the healthcare field, users can

request the service provider to compute and anal-

ysis individual medical data on ciphertexts with-

out leaking their electronic medical records.

Although zero-knowledge proof and homomor-

phic encryption are outstanding ways to release

the burden on privacy and security protection,

additional computation overload on the IoT devi-

ces is an overwhelming barrier to their practical-

ity. Uncertainties remain regarding whether these

two approaches are suitable for IoT scenarios,

and if so, what types of IoT scenarios are they are

suitable for? Therefore, we need to further verify

the impact of these two approaches on device

performance, including energy consumption and

response time.

CONCLUSION
In the face of a series of problems occuring in

the centralized IoT system such as single-point

attack, privacy leakage, andpoor scalability, block-

chain technology offers a greater potential for

developing IoE. Nevertheless, because IoT environ-

ments are characterized byconstrained resources,

a high degree of heterogeneity, and mobility of

network topology, numerous new challenges

have arisen. Cryptography algorithm, authentica-

tion protocol, consensus protocol, and reputation

assessment model are essential technologies to

boost the convergence of blockchain and IoE. This

article has shown that hierarchical and lightweight

protocols and schemes will be constructive to

enhance the efficiency and stability of the IoE sys-

tem. Moreover, this article proposes a feasible

trustmodel that will promote cooperation andpar-

ticipants’ contribution to the decentralized system

in order to ultimately realize IoE.
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